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ABSTRACT
Graph databases (GDBs) are crucial in academic and industry ap-
plications. The key challenges in developing GDBs are achieving
high performance, scalability, programmability, and portability. To
tackle these challenges, we harness established practices from the
HPC landscape to build a system that outperforms all past GDBs
presented in the literature by orders of magnitude, for both OLTP
and OLAP workloads. For this, we first identify and crystallize
performance-critical building blocks in the GDB design, and ab-
stract them into a portable and programmable API specification,
called the Graph Database Interface (GDI), inspired by the best
practices of MPI. We then use GDI to design a GDB for distributed-
memory RDMA architectures. Our implementation harnesses one-
sided RDMA communication and collective operations, and it offers
architecture-independent theoretical performance guarantees. The
resulting design achieves extreme scales of more than a hundred
thousand cores. Our work will facilitate the development of next-
generation extreme-scale graph databases.

CCS Concepts
• Information systems → Graph-based database models; Par-
allel and distributed DBMSs;Database design andmodels; Distributed
database transactions; • Computer systems organization→ Dis-
tributed architectures.
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1 INTRODUCTION
Graph databases (GDBs) enable storing, processing, and analyzing
large and evolving irregular graph datasets in areas as different
as medicine or sociology [17, 73]. GDBs face unique design and
compute challenges. First, GDB datasets are huge and complex.
While they can have over tens of trillions of edges [66], both ver-
tices and edges may also come with arbitrarily many labels and
properties. This further increases dataset sizes. On top of that,much
larger datasets are already on the horizon1. Second, while tradi-
tional GDB workloads focus on online transactional processing
(OLTP), there is a growing interest in supporting other classes such
as online analytical processing (OLAP) or the “online serving pro-
cessing” (OLSP), also called business intelligence [65].How to design
high-performance and scalable databases that enable processing of
large and complex graphs for OLTP, OLAP, and OLSP queries? Third,
portability is also important - there are many different hardware
architectures available, and it may be very tedious and expensive to
port a database codebase to each new class of hardware. Finally, a
GDB design that would satisfy all the above challenges may become
extremely complicated, and consequently hard to reason about, de-
bug, maintain, or extend. This raises the question: How to ensure

1As indicated by discussions with our industry partners
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Reference RDMA? Prog.? Port.? Focus on... Achieved scales (OLTP) Achieved scales (OLAP, OLSP) MemS? Th.?
wR bR OLTP OLAP OLSP BULK #S #C Size |𝐸 | |𝑉 | #S #C Size |𝐸 | |𝑉 |

A1 [25]  é é é  é é é 245 2,940 3.2 TB 6.2B 3.7B é é é é é 128 GB é
GAIA [87] é é é é é  é é é é é é é 16 384 1.96 TB 17.79B 2.69B 512 GB é
G-Tran [30]  é é   é é é 10 160 ∗1.28 TB 0.495B 0.082B é é é é é 128 GB
Neo4j [1] é é é é     1 128 6.9 TB 55B 5B 1 128 6.9 TB 55B 5B 2 TB é
TigerGraph [100] é é é é   é  40 1600 17.7 TB 533.5B 72.62B 36 4,608 N/A 539.6B 72.6B 1 TB é
JanusGraph [67] é é é é   é  N/A N/A N/A N/A N/A N/A N/A N/A N/A N/A N/A é
Weaver [36] é é é é  é é é 44 352 0.976 TB 1.2B 0.08B é é é é é 16 GB é
Wukong [93]  é é é  é é é 6 120 ∗0.384 TB 1.41B 0.387B é é é é é 64 GB é
ByteGraph [65] é é é é    é 10 160 N/A N/A N/A 130 N/A 113 TB N/A N/A 1 TB

This work         7,142 121,680 77.3 TB 549.8B 34.36B 7,142 121,680 36.5 TB 274.9B 17.2B 64 GB

Table 1: Comparison of graph databases. “RDMA?”: Is a system primarily targeting RDMA architectures? “Prog.?”: Does a system’s storage and transactional backend design focus
on programmability and code simplicity? “Port.?”: Does a system foster portability? If yes, is it portability within different RDMA architectures (“wR”), or also beyond RDMA
(“bR”)? “Supported workloads”: What are supported workloads? (all workloads are explained in Section 4) “Achieved scales”: What are achieved scales? “#S”: Number of servers.
“#C”: Number of cores. “Size”: Total size (in memory) of the processed graph. “ |𝐸 |”: Number of edges. “ |𝑉 |”: Number of vertices. “MemS”: Amount of memory available in a single
server. “Th.?”: Does a system come with theoretical analysis and support for its performance and scalability properties? “”: full support, “”: partial support, “é”: no
support, “∗”: Estimate. The GDI-based system is the only one that focuses on all major aspects of the GDB design: programmability, portability, high performance, and very large scales.

portability and programmability of complex next-generation graph
databases, without compromising on their performance?

To resolve all the above challenges, we provide the first principled
approach for designing and implementing large-scale GDBs. This ap-
proach harnesses some of the most powerful practices and schemes
from the HPC domain, several of them for the first time in GDB
system design. Our approach is inspired by the Message-Passing
Interface (MPI) [75] and numerous successes it has in designing
and developing portable, programmable, high-performance, and
scalable applications. We propose to approach the GDB design in a
similar way: (1) identify performance-critical building blocks, (2)
build a portable API, (3) implement this API with high-performance
techniques such as collectives or one-sided RDMA, and (4) use
the API implementation to build the desired GDB system. In this
work, we execute these four steps, and as a result we deliver a
publicly-available GDB system that resolves all the four challenges.

First, we analyze the design and codebases of many GDBs [17]
(e.g., Neo4j [90], Apache TinkerPop [8], or JanusGraph [67]) to
identify fundamental performance-critical building blocks. We then
crystallize these blocks into a portable and programmable specifica-
tion called the Graph Database Interface (GDI) (contribution #1).
GDI focuses on the data storage layer, covering database trans-
actions, indexes, graph data, graph metadata, and others. GDI is
portable because – as MPI – it is fully decoupled from its imple-
mentation. Hence – just like with MPI-based applications – any
database based on GDI could be seamlessly compiled and executed
on any system, if there is a GDI implementation for that system.

Second, we offer a high-performance implementation of GDI
for distributed-memory (DM) systems supporting RDMA-enabled
interconnects, called GDI-RMA.We use GDI-RMA to build a highly-
scalable GDB engine (contribution #2). We focus on DM systems
as they enable keeping data fully in-memory to avoid expensive disk
accesses. Simultaneously, RDMA has been the enabler of scalability
and high performance in both the supercomputing landscape and –
more recently – in the cloud data center domain [42, 55, 94, 102].

In GDI-RMA, we make three underlying design decisions for
highest performance and scalability. First, we carefully design a
scalable distributed storage layer called blocked graph data layout
(BGDL) to enable a tradeoff between the needed communication and
storage. Second, we incorporate the highly scalable one-sided non-
blocking RDMA communication (puts, gets, and atomics). Third, we
use collective communication (collectives) [28, 51] to deliver scalable
transactions involving many processes (e.g., for large-scale OLAP
queries) with well-defined semantics.

We support nearly any function in our implementation with a
theoretical performance analysis that is independent of the under-
lying hardware (contribution #3). This facilitates the reasoning
about the performance and scalability of our GDI implementation.

We illustrate how to use GDI to program many graph database
workloads (contribution #4), covering OLTP, OLAP, and OLSP.We
consider recommendations by the LDBC and LinkBench academic
and industry benchmarks [5, 12]. We use established problems such
as BFS [18, 82] and state-of-the-art workloads such as Graph Neural
Networks [16, 24, 43, 46, 59, 91, 103, 105, 106]. Moreover, as there
are no publicly available graph datasets with labels and properties
of that magnitude, we also develop an in-memory distributed gen-
erator that can rapidly create such a graph of arbitrary size and
configuration of labels and properties (contribution #5).

The evaluation of GDI-RMA (contribution #6) significantly
surpasses in scale previous GDB analyses in the literature in the
counts of servers, counts of cores, and in the size of a single analytic
workload (see Table 1). We successfully scale to 121,680 cores (7,142
servers), using all the available memory, and the only reason whywe
did not try more is because we do not have access to a larger system.
Based on our analysis, we expect that our GDI implementation could
easily achieve the scale of hundreds of thousands of cores. We also
achieve high throughput and low latencies over databases such as
Neo4j or JanusGraph by more than an order of magnitude in both
metrics. Our implementation is publicly available (contribution #7)
to help achieve new frontiers for GDBs running on petascale and
exascale data centers and supercomputers.

We compare our work to other GDBs in Table 1. GDI is the only
RDMA-based system to support all three fundamental workloads
(OLTP, OLAP, OLSP), and the only one to focus on portability &
programmability, and with theoretical performance guarantees.

2 GRAPH DATA MODEL &WORKLOADS
We first present basic concepts and notation.

Graph Data Model We target graphs modeled with the estab-
lished Labeled Property GraphModel (LPG) [17], a primary data
model used in many GDBs, including the leading Neo4j GDB [17].
An LPG graph can formally bemodeled as a tuple (𝑉 , 𝐸, 𝐿, 𝑙, 𝐾,𝑊 , 𝑝).
𝑉 is a set of vertices and 𝐸 ⊆ 𝑉 ×𝑉 is a set of edges; |𝑉 | = 𝑛 and
|𝐸 | = 𝑚. 𝐿 denotes the set of labels that differentiate subsets of
vertices and edges. 𝑙 is a labeling function, which maps vertices
and edges to subsets of labels; 𝑙 : 𝑉 ∪ 𝐸 ↦→ P(𝐿) with P(𝐿) being
the power set of 𝐿, meaning all possible subsets of 𝐿. Each vertex
and edge can also feature arbitrarily many properties (sometimes
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referred to as attributes). A property is a (𝑘𝑒𝑦, 𝑣𝑎𝑙𝑢𝑒) pair, where
the 𝑘𝑒𝑦 works as an identifier with 𝑣𝑎𝑙𝑢𝑒 is the corresponding
value. 𝐾 and𝑊 are sets of all possible keys and values, respectively.
𝑝 : (𝑉 ∪𝐸) ×𝐾 ↦→𝑊 maps each vertex and edge to their properties,
given the key. We also refer to the elements of 𝐾 as property types
(p-types). Note that we distinguish between property types and
properties, the latter being the specific key-value property tuples
attached to vertices/edges.

Graph Data vs. Graph Metadata We collectively denote labels 𝐿,
property types 𝐾 and property values𝑊 as the graph metadata
because these sets do not describe any specific graph elements,
but they define the potential labels, keys, and values. A collective
name graph data refers to the actual graph elements, described by
𝑉 , 𝐸, 𝑙, 𝑝 .

GraphDatabaseWorkloads The established LDBC and LinkBench
academic and industry benchmarks [5, 12] identify twomain classes
of graph database workloads targeting the LPG graph model: in-
teractive workloads [37] (mostly OLTP) and graph analytics [53]
(mostly OLAP). Interactive workloads are further divided into short
read-only queries (which often start with a single graph element
such as a vertex and lookup its neighbors or conduct small tra-
versals) and transactional updates (which conduct simple graph
updates, such as inserting an edge). Next, preliminary efforts also
distinguish an additional class of business intelligence workloads
(BI) [96, 97] which fetch large parts of a graph and often use data
summarization and aggregation. They are sometimes referred to as
Online Serving Processing (OLSP) [65]. Finally, we also distinguish
workloads associated with bulk data ingestion (BULK). They take
place, e.g., when inserting new batches of data into the system.

3 THE GRAPH DATABASE INTERFACE
GDI is a storage layer interface for GDBs, offering CRUD (create,
read, update, delete) functionality for the elements of the LPG
model: vertices, edges, labels, and properties. The interface provides
rich semantics and transaction handling. The focus of GDI lies on
enabling high-performance, scalable, and portable implementations
of the providedmethods. Moreover, GDI facilitates programmability
by offering a structured set of routines with well-defined semantics.

In this paper, we provide a comprehensive summary of the most
important aspects of GDI. We also distill the key design choices and
insights beyond the common system knowledge, that we indicate
with the “ ! ” symbol. The full GDI specification is available in
a separate manuscript [14]. It contains a detailed description of
routines, extensive advice for users and implementors, naming
conventions, description of basic datatypes, and others.

3.1 Relation Between GDI and Graph Databases
We illustrate the relation between GDI and a generic graph data-
base landscape in Figure 1. GDI is to be used primarily by the
database middle layer, as a storage and transactional engine. Here,
the client first queries the GDB using a graph query language
such as Cypher [45]. Second, the database mid-layer coordinates
the execution of the client query. This could include distributing
the workload among multiple machines, or aggregating as well as
filtering intermediate results that ran on different processes. The
mid-layer relies on the underlying storage and transaction en-
gine, where GDI resides. This part accesses the graph data and

translates from generic graph-related objects needed by queries to
hardware dependent storage. Therefore, the layer provides a rich
set of interfaces to create, read, update, and delete (CRUD) vertices,
edges, labels, and properties, and to execute transactions. Finally,
the storage backend provides access to the actual storage such as
distributed RAM, using formats such as CSV files or JSON.

We also envision that GDI could be used directly by a client, to
directly implement a given query. For this, we will illustrate how
to implement different GDB workloads with GDI in Section 4.

3.2 Structure and Functionalities of GDI
The GDI interface is structured into groups of routines, detailed in
Figure 2. General GDI and database management schemes (gray
color) perform setup needed for any other GDI functions to be
able to run. Graph metadata routines (cyan color) enable creating,
updating, deleting, and querying different aspects of labels and
property types. Graph data routines (blue color) provide CRUD
capabilities for vertices and edges, also including adding, removing,
updating, and querying labels and properties of specific vertices and
edges, and bulk data loading. Transaction routines (green color)
enable transactional processing of graph data. Indexes (orange
color) provide indexing structures for vertices and edges, speeding
up different queries. Indexes heavily use constraints to provide in-
dexing for vertices/edges satisfying specific conditions. Routines for
constraints are indicated with brick red color. Finally, all groups
of routines heavily use error codes (red color) and schemes for
basic datatypes (gray color). We now elaborate on key GDI parts.

There are two classes of GDI routines: collective (“[C]”) and lo-
cal (“[L]”). All processes actively participate in a collective routine
(i.e., they all explicitly call this routine), while only a single process
actively participates in a local routine (it can still passively involve
arbitrarily many other processes by accessing their memories). Col-
lective communication has heavily been used in high-performance
computing [28, 51]. Such communication routines, by actively in-
volving all participating processes, are more efficient than routines
based on point-to-point communication by facilitating various opti-
mizations and advanced communication algorithms [51, 52]. They
also foster portability and programmability [52] by coming with
well-defined semantics for the behavior of groups of processes.

3.3 High-Performance Transactions
A transaction consists of a sequence of operations on graph data,
and it must guarantee Atomicity, Consistency, Isolation, and Dura-
bility (ACID). GDI poses no restriction on how to ensure ACID. GDI

External Database Interface

Database Middle Layer

Storage + Transaction Engine (GDI)

Storage Backend

Storage: data, metadata, ...

Queries: planning, optimization, ...

Querying: graph queries, ...

Workload: distribution, optimization, ...

Client of
a database

Results: aggregation, filtering, ...

Processing: transactions, indexes, constraints, ...

SELECT ...
WHERE ...

#include ...
GDI_Init ...

MPI_Put ...
MPI_Get ...

Queries a
database

Developer of
the database

GDI User:
interacts
with GDI

Developer
of GDI

ugni_iput ...
ugni_iget ...

Architecture
developer

Network communication & data access
(architecture dependent)

Implements
GDI (e.g.,
using MPI)

Implements
architecture

routines

GDI

The main
use case:

GDI being
used by the
middle layer

A potential 
use case: GDI
being directly

used to develop
specific graph
queries by the
user of a given
graph database

Figure 1: GDI with respect to other parts of the graph database landscape.
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General management

[C] Initialize / finalize GDI
[C] Create / delete a GDI database

Graph data

Vertices

[L] Create / delete a vertex, 
[L] Get edges / vertices adjacent to a vertex,
[L] Add / remove a label to / from a vertex,
[L] Get all labels of a vertex,
[L] Add / update / remove a property to / of / from a vertex,
[L] Get / remove all properties from a vertex,
[L] Get all p-types from a vertex,
[C] Bulk load vertices.

Indexes
[C] Create / delete an index,
[C] Add / remove a label to / from an index,
[C] Add / remove a p-type to / from an index,
[C] Add / remove labels and p-types to / from
      an index,
[L] Get all labels / p-types of an index,
[L] Get (local) vertices / edges of an index,
[L] Retrieve a vertex using its app-level ID,
[L] Get all indexes in a database,
[L] Get the type of an index.

Transactions
[L] Start / close a local transaction,
[C] Start / close a collective transaction,
[L] Get type of an ongoing transaction,
[L] Get all transactions in a database,
[L] Associate a vertex / an edge
      with an ongoing transaction.

Constraints

[L] Create / delete a (sub)constraint,
[L] Add a label / property condition
      to a subconstraint,
[L] Add a subconstraint to a constraint,
[L] Get all label / property conditions 
      of a subconstraint,
[L] Get all constraints of a database,
[L] Get all subconstraints of a constraint,
[L] Verify staleness of a (sub)constraint.

Graph metadata

Property types (p-types)

Labels

[C] Create / update / delete a label,
[L] Get a label from a name,
[L] Get the name of a label,
[L] Get all labels in a database.

Errors
[L] Get error class or name

Use metadata
when changing

graph data
(e.g., when

adding a
new label
to a vertex
or an edge)

Access
and/or
modify

graph data

Use indexes to
accelerate transactions

Index
graph data

Use
metadata

to construct
indexes

Use constraints to
query specific indexes

Basic datatypes

Used by all
other groups
of routines

...

[C] Create / update / delete a p-type,
[L] Get a p-type from a name,
[L] Get the name of a p-type,
[L] Get all p-types in a database,
[L] Get entity / size type of a p-type,
[L] Get datatype of a p-type.

Edges

[L] Create / delete an edge,
[L] Get vertices adjacent / direction to / of an edge,
[L] Set origin vertex / target vertex / direction of an edge,
[L] Add / remove a label to / from an edge,
[L] Get all labels of an edge,
[L] Add / update / remove a property to / of / from an edge,
[L] Get / remove all properties from an edge,
[L] Get all p-types from an edge,
[C] Bulk load edges.

Consistency models for shared data: E

E

S
S E

[L]: local call   [C]: collective call

serializability eventual
consistency

Types of routines based on
how many processes execute it:

Use datatypes to type
property values

Figure 2: Illustration of the classes of GDI routines.

transactions support full CRUD functionality for vertices, edges,
and their associated labels and properties. Accessing and modifying
graph data is conducted only within a transaction body. Any single
process can be in arbitrarily many concurrent transactions.

Local (single process) transactions are transactions that a
single process has started. This type of a transaction is meant for
graph operations which touch only a small part of the graph. Col-
lective transactions are transactions which actively involve all
processes; they are used to execute large OLAP or OLSP queries.
! Major Design Choice & Insight: Use collective transactions,

that involve all processes, for global OLAP/OLSP workloads. This
facilitates not only low latencies (as collectives are highly tuned) but
also programmability (as collectives have well-defined semantics).

GDI also distinguishes read transactions from write transac-
tions. This further facilitates high-performance implementations,
by providing opportunities for optimized read-only transactions
that can assume that no participating process modifies the data.

3.4 Fast & Effective Access to Graph Data
GDI provides fast transactional access to vertices, and their la-
bels and properties, with a two-step scheme. In the first step, an
application-level vertex ID is translated to an internal GDI-specific
ID. This makes GDImore portable, as it is independent of any details
of how the higher-level system layers may implement IDs. In our
implementation, we use internal indexing structures for this trans-
lation. This internal ID uniquely identifies a vertex in the whole
GDI database.

GDI offers two types of internal IDs: volatile and permanent. The
former are valid only during the transaction within which they
are obtained. This facilitates optimizations such as the dynamic
relocation of graph data, but it also requires re-obtaining these IDs
in each transaction. The latter are shared across transactions, which
reduces the number of remote operations, but hinders dynamic load
balancing. The user can choose the most suitable variant.
! Major Design Choice & Insight: Volatile IDs facilitate opti-

mizations related to load balancing. For example, it facilitates redis-
tributing the graph across processes between collective transactions,
without fearing that internal IDs become stale.

3.5 Handles
Internal representations of objects involved in transactions, such
as vertices or property types, are not directly accessible to the GDI
user. To enable fast and programmable way of accessing and ma-
nipulating graph data within transactions, GDI prescribes using
handles (access objects), i.e., opaque objects that hide the internal
implementation details of accessed objects, and represent these
objects on the executing process. To create a handle for an exist-
ing vertex 𝑣 or edge 𝑒 , the user calls GDI_AssociateVertex(𝑣) or
GDI_AssociateEdge(𝑒); 𝑣 and 𝑒 are respective internal IDs.
! Major Design Choice & Insight: Using handles to access

opaque objects improves usability. First, it enables the GDI implemen-
tation to decide on the details of how graph data is accessed. Using
a handle enables remote direct (zero-copy) memory access, but it
could also be used to transparently copy or move the data, for ex-
ample for dynamic relocation or to cache the data locally. Moreover,
it relieves the user of ensuring that there are no pending operations
involving out-of-scope, opaque objects; the GDI implementation
instead takes care of that. It also allows users to simply mark ob-
jects for deallocation, relying on the GDI implementation to retain
the object until all pending operations have completed. Requiring
handles to support native-language assignment and comparison
operations keep the GDI interface clean and simple.

3.6 Consistency
For performance reasons, GDI enables different consistency mod-
els. The interface requires serializability for graph data (vertices,
edges, and their associated labels and properties). Generally, this
data can only be altered by transactions that ensure ACID. Second,
GDI guarantees eventual consistency for metadata (labels, prop-
erty types) and for indexes. Since these objects also affect the graph
data, this might lead to cases where graph data becomes inconsis-
tent until the system has converged. Transactions must be able to
detect such state and abort accordingly. Note that implementations
are free to provide consistency models for metadata and for indexes
that are more restrictive (stronger) than eventual consistency.
! Major Design Choice & Insight: Enabling separate consis-

tency models for data and metadata fosters flexibility and simplicity.
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Many systems only specify their compliance with the Consis-
tency requirement of ACID, but do not clearly define what type of
consistency they employ [90]. In GDI, we clearly specify it.
! Major Design Choice & Insight: Clearly specifying the used

consistency model fosters programmability.

4 GRAPHWORKLOADS WITH GDI
We now illustrate how to use GDI to easily and portably implement
representative queries from all major classes of GDB workloads. In
principle, one could implement all of these workloads with single-
process transactions. In GDI, we observe that, for some of these
workloads, if they harness all processes in a database, this gives
more performance. Thus, it is often more beneficial to use collective
transactions in such cases. We summarize what types of transac-
tions are best to be used for what workloads in Table 2.

Workload class Type Best-suited GDI routines

Interactive (short) read-only OLTP Single-process transactions
Interactive (complex) read-only OLTP Single-process transactions
Interactive (updates) read/write OLTP Single-process transactions
Graph analytics read-only OLAP Collective transactions
Business intelligence read-only OLSP Single-process or collective trans.
Massive data ingestion read/write BULK Bulk data loading collectives

Table 2: Key graph database workloads (see Section 2 for details) and the
associated recommended mechanisms of GDI best used for implementation.

Listings 1, 2, and 3 contain – respectively – a simple OLTP in-
teractive query (fetching properties from a small vertex set), an
OLAP query (a convolutional Graph Neural Network (GNN)), and
an OLSP transaction. For clarity, we omit straightforward addi-
tions (e.g., error handling or checking if transactions fail). In all the
queries, for each accessed vertex or edge, one first translates the
application-level ID to the GDI ID, and then uses the obtained ID
to create handles to be able to access the corresponding graph data.
The used symbols are as follows: trans_obj (a handle to the state
of the ongoing transaction), vH (a handle to a vertex 𝑣), eH (a handle
to an edge 𝑒), vID (an internal GDI ID for a vertex 𝑣), vID_app (an
external application-level ID for a vertex 𝑣).

1 GDI_StartTransaction (& trans_obj);
2 GDI_TranslateVertexID (&vID , GDI_LABEL_PERSON , &vID_app ,

trans_obj); //Find internal vertex ID (vID) based on the
application -level ID (vID_app)

3 GDI_AssociateVertex(vID , trans_obj , &vH); // Create a temporary
access object for vertex vID

4 GDI_GetEdgesOfVertex (&eIDs , GDI_EDGE_UNDIRECTED , vH); // Retrieve
all undirected edges

5 for each eID in eIDs do {
6 GDI_AssociateEdge(eID , trans_obj , &eH); // Create a temporary

access object for edge eID
7 GDI_GetAllLabelsOfEdge (&labels , eH);
8 if(/* one of the labels equals GDI_LABEL_FRIENDOF */) {
9 GDI_GetVerticesOfEdge (& v_originID , &v_targetID , eH); //

Retrieve target vertex
10 neighborsID.add(v_targetID) /* add target vertex to

neighborIDs data structure. Details of neighborsID are
omitted for clarity */ } }

11 for each vID in neighborIDs do {
12 GDI_AssociateVertex(vID , trans_obj , &vH);
13 GDI_GetPropertiesOfVertex (&fName , GDI_PROP_TYPE_FNAME , vH);
14 GDI_GetPropertiesOfVertex (&lName , GDI_PROP_TYPE_LNAME , vH);
15 /* add fName , lName to the data structure to be returned */ }
16 GDI_CloseTransaction (& trans_obj);

Listing 1: C-style pseudocode of an example interactive OLTP query with GDI. Here,
we retrieve the first and last name of all persons that a given person, modeled with a
vertex vID_app, is friends with. For this, we first obtain all edges of vID_app (line 4),
iterate over them to find edges corresponding to friendships (lines 5-10), preserve the
corresponding neighbors (line 10), and retrieve the names and surnames of each such
neighbor (lines 11-15).

1 for(l = 0; l < layers /* a user parameter */; ++l) {
2 /* some form of collective synchronization */
3 GDI_StartTransaction (& trans_obj);
4 GDI_GetLocalVerticesOfIndex (&vIDs , v_index , trans_obj); //

Retrieve local vertices
5 for each vID in vIDs do {
6 GDI_AssociateVertex(vID , trans_obj , &vH);
7 GDI_GetPropertiesOfVertex (& feature_vec ,

GDI_PROP_TYPE_FEATURE_VEC , vH); //Get the vertex feature
vector stored as a property

8 GDI_GetNeighborVerticesOfVertex (&nIDs , GDI_EDGE_OUTGOING , vH);
// Retrieve neighborhood vertices

9 for each nID in nIDs do {
10 GDI_AssociateVertex(nID , trans_obj , &nH);
11 GDI_GetPropertiesOfVertex (& feature_vec_n ,

GDI_PROP_TYPE_FEATURE_VEC , nH);
12 feature_vec += feature_vec_n; /* Apply the aggregation GNN

phase; in this example , we use a summation */ }
13 feature_vec = MLP(feature_vec); //Apply the update GNN phase;

in this example , we use a simple MLP transformation
defined externally by the user

14 feature_vec = sigma(feature_vec); //Apply the non -linearity
defined by the user

15 GDI_UpdatePropertyOfVertex (& feature_vec ,
GDI_PROP_TYPE_FEATURE_VEC , vH); }

16 GDI_CloseTransaction (& trans_obj); }

Listing 2: C-style pseudocode of an example OLAP query with GDI (graph convolution
network training/inference). The details of graph convolution are beyond the scope of
this work and they can be discussed in detail in rich existing literature [16, 103]. In
brief, this query consists of a specified number of iterations (“layers”). In each layer,
every vertex first updates itself based on the features of its neighbors (“aggregation”,
lines 9-12) and then the outcomes are processed by a multilayer perceptron (MLP, line
13) and a non-linearity (line 14). Finally, the property modeling the feature vector of
each vertex is updated accordingly (line 15). Due to space contraints, we present a
simplified query with the most important communication-intense operations; a full
version with all other parts such as weight updates is in the extended technical report.

1 local_count = 0;
2 GDI_StartCollectiveTransaction (& trans_obj);
3 // Index_obj indexes all vertices with label GDI_LABEL_PERSON
4 GDI_GetLocalVerticesOfIndex (&vIDs , index_obj , trans_obj);
5 for each person in vIDs do {
6 GDI_AssociateVertex(person , trans_obj , &vH);
7 GDI_GetPropertiesOfVertex (&age , GDI_PROP_TYPE_AGE , vH);
8 if(age <= 30) { continue; } //The condition is not met
9 /* Define a constraint "cnstr" with a label condition "==

GDI_LABEL_OWN" (to check for the act of owning) */
10 GDI_GetNeighborVerticesOfVertex (&things , cnstr ,

GDI_EDGE_OUTGOING , vH); //Get neighbors satisfying cnstr
11 for each object in things do {
12 GDI_AssociateVertex(object , trans_obj , &vH);
13 GDI_GetAllLabelsOfVertex (&labels , vH);
14 if(/* no label equals GDI_LABEL_CAR */) { continue; }
15 GDI_GetPropertiesOfVertex (&color , GDI_PROP_TYPE_COLOR , vH);
16 if(color == red) { local_count ++; } } }
17 GDI_CloseCollectiveTransaction (& trans_obj);
18 reduce(local_count);

Listing 3: C-style pseudocode of an example business intelligence workload with
GDI: “MATCH (per:Person) WHERE per.age>30 AND per-:OWN->vehicle(:Car) AND
vehicle.color equals red RETURN count(per)”. Here, we first fetch all vertices modeling
people (using an index, line 4), check whether each such person satisfies the specified
criteria (lines 5-16), including age (lines 7-8), car ownership (lines 9-14), and the car
color (lines 15-16).

5 SCALABLE GDI RDMA IMPLEMENTATION
Our high-performance implementation of GDI, called GDI-RMA
(GDA), is based on MPI and it uses RDMA-enabled one-sided com-
munication as the high performance and high scalability driver.
While there are different ways to harness RDMA, for highest per-
formance, we focus on one-sided fully-offloaded communica-
tion. Here, processes communicate by directly accessing dedicated
portions of one another’s memories called a window. Communica-
tion bypasses the OS and the CPU, eliminating different overheads.
Such accesses are conducted with puts and gets that – respectively
– write to and read from remote memories. Puts/gets offer very low
latencies, often outperforming message passing [42]. One can also
use remote atomics [15, 49, 75, 92]; here, we additionally harness
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Figure 3: Details of the GDI-RMA (GDA) implementation, and its interaction with GDI. In the upper part of the figure, we illustrate a simple sequence of steps
(taken within a transaction) to access a selected property of a given vertex 𝑣.

hardware support for atomics offered by RDMA networks for
very fast fine-grained synchronization. For data consistency, we use
flushes to explicitly synchronize memories. We use non-blocking
variants of all functions, because they can additionally increase per-
formance by overlapping communication and computation [42]. All
these routines are supported by virtually any RDMA architecture,
facilitating a wide portability of GDA.

We now overviewGDA, see Figure 3.Wewill detail the concepts
mentioned here in the following subsections. Our implementation2
is fully in-memory for highest performance. GDA consists of several
modules which largely correspond to the GDI classes of routines,
cf. Figure 2 (we use the same color code for both illustrations). The
most important modules are management structures for GDI and
parallel databases (G ), metadata structures (M ), indexes and asso-
ciated constraints ( I , C ), state of collective and local transactions
( T ) and graph data (D ). Structures that are small or independent
of #vertices and #edges (G , M , C ) are replicated on each process
to foster simplicity and high performance. All other structures are
sharded3. This, combined with our fully distributed transactions,
enables fast and scalable processing of very large graph datasets,
being limited only by the cluster size.

2We use the foMPI implementation of MPI One-Sided routines [42].
3Partitioning of data onto separate servers.

5.1 Graph Data
The central part of GDA is associated with graph data (D in Fig-
ure 3). To make this part more manageable and programmable, it is
divided into two conceptual levels. First, the Logical Layout (LL)
level maintains structures that reflect graph data (vertices, edges,
labels, properties). Importantly, these structures have flexible sizes
determined by the sizes of the corresponding parts of graph data. For
example, two vertices having different sets of labels and proper-
ties would be maintained by two structures of potentially different
sizes. The LL level simplifies working with GDI from the graph
developer perspective, because it enables a data-driven memory
layout. However, it is challenging to operate on such variable sized
and dynamic structures in an RDMA environment using one-sided
communication. For this, we also provide the underlying Blocked
Graph Data Layout (BGDL) level. BGDL maintains a large DM
memory pool divided into same-sized memory blocks (tunable by
the user). The purpose of BGDL is to translate the highly diverse
structures from the LL level into these blocks. The memory blocks
associated with one vertex/edge do not have to be stored continu-
ously, and might not even be located on the same process or server.
Such blocking enables a simple, effective, and flexible DM memory
management: any data access or manipulation routines operate on
same-sized blocks, and the difference between processing different
parts of the graph is only in the counts of the associated blocks.
! Major Design Choice & Insight: Introducing and sepa-

rating the LL routines from the BGDL fosters programmability. The
6
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LL routines form a clean and graph-centric API; any performance
optimizations can be done under the hood at the BGDL level.
! Major Design Choice & Insight: Using fixed-size blocks in

BGDL does not only simplify the design, but it also fosters higher per-
formance. This is because one only needs a single remote operation
to fetch the data of a vertex that fits in one block.

Any access to the graph data begins with the user providing an
application ID (vID_app), which is then translated to the internal
ID vID that uniquely identifies a given object in the whole database,
and can be shared by multiple processes. This is conducted using
the internal index ( I ). In GDA, the internal ID is implemented
as a 64-bit distributed hierarchical pointer (DPtr). Its first 16 bits
indicate the compute server, and the remaining 48 bits points to
a local memory offset of the primary block of 𝑣 . We use 64 bits to
facilitate using HW accelerated remote atomics, which frequently
operate on 64-bit words [42]. Then, vID is used to construct a handle
vH , which is a pointer to 𝑣 in the local memory of a calling process.
! Major Design Choice & Insight: Using 64-bit distributed

pointers facilitates harnessing hardware accelerated remote atomic
operations, which are commonly provided by different vendors.

5.2 Logical Layout Level
We shard the graph data (vertices, edges, and their associated labels
and properties) across all processes. We implemented 1D (vertex-
based) and 2D (edge-based) graph partitioning, and use round-robin
distribution (we tried other distribution schemes, they only negli-
gibly impact our performance). GDI’s specification is on purpose
orthogonal to the partitioning/distribution, so it is usable with any
such scheme.

Vertices & Edges The data structure of each vertex 𝑣 or an edge 𝑒
(called a vertex or edge holder, see Dv ) is divided into, respectively,
metadata (selected important information used for the data man-
agement, see DM ), block addresses (addresses of blocks that store
the data), lightweight edges (𝑣 ’s edges that do not contain many
labels or properties and are thus stored together with 𝑣 for more
performance), the label and property data (see Dp ), and any unused
memory.

Lightweight Edges Many GDB queries involve iterating over
edges of a given vertex. Simultaneously, in many graph datasets,
only vertices have rich additional data (labels, properties), while
edges often do not carry such data (e.g., in many citation networks).
To maximize performance for these cases, we introduce lightweight
edges in GDA. Each such edge has at most one label. Importantly,
these edges are stored in the vertex holder object of their source
vertex. This enables very fast access.

5.3 Transactions & ACI
Each transaction is represented by a state with any necessary in-
formation (e.g., which dirty blocks must be written back into the
distributed graph storage when the transaction commits). By com-
bining hashmaps and linked lists for keeping track of any blocks
used within a transaction, we achieve highly efficient transactions
where any operation on a block is done in 𝑂 (1) time.

GDA uses a two-phase scalable reader-writer (RW) locking to
ensure the ACI properties. Only one lock per any vertex 𝑣 is used to
reduce the number of remote atomics. Figure 3 shows the lock data
structure, located in the system window at a corresponding offset

to the primary block of 𝑣 ’s holder object. The write bit determines
if a process holds a write lock to 𝑣 , while the read counter indicates
the number of processes that currently hold a read lock on 𝑣 .
! Major Design Choice & Insight: Fully offloaded RDMA

design facilitates high performance. While being complex, it is kept
under the hood and does not adversely impact GDI’s programmability.

5.4 Graph Metadata
We replicate graph metadata on each process for performance rea-
sons. This is because both 𝐿 and 𝑃 are in practice much smaller
than 𝑛. A label is represented by a structure that holds a label name,
an integer ID, and a reference to the associated graph database. A
property structure is similar, with the difference that it contains
additional information (the entity type, the GDI datatype, the size
type, and the size limitation). We summarize these structures in
Figure 3 (M ). When storing specific labels and properties on ver-
tices/edges, we only use their associated integer IDs. To enable
fast accesses to graph metadata, we maintain double linked-lists
of labels and properties, as well as hash maps. The former enables
to add and remove labels or properties in 𝑂 (1) work (given the
handle), the latter is used for checking their existence in 𝑂 (1).
! Major Design Choice & Insight: Replicating metadata sim-

plifies the design without significantly increasing the needed storage.

5.5 Summary of Parallel Performance Analysis
Each routine in GDA is supported with theoretical analysis of its
performance, in order to ensure GDA’s performance portability. For
this, we use the work-depth (WD) analysis. Intuitively, the work
of a given GDA routine is the total number of operations in the
execution of this routine, and the depth is the longest sequential
chain of dependencies in this execution [19, 21].

Due to space constraints, we provide the work and depth of GDA
routines in a full extended version of the GDA manuscript. Impor-
tantly, the majority of GDA routines (both for data and metadata
management) come with constant 𝑂 (1) work and depth. Only a few
routines that modify 𝑥 metadata items (property types or labels)
come with 𝑂 (𝑥) work and depth. This also implies low overheads
in practice, as 𝑥 is usually a small number (i.e., fewer than 10-20).

6 EVALUATION
We now illustrate how GDI and its implementation GDA ensure
high performance (latency, throughput) and large scale.

6.1 Experimental Setup, Workloads, Metrics
We first sketch the evaluation methodology. For measurements, we
omit the first 1% of performance data as warmup. We derive enough
data for the mean and 95% non-parametric confidence intervals.
We use arithmetic means as summaries [50].

As computing architectures, we use the Piz Daint Cray super-
computer installed in the Swiss National Supercomputing Center
(CSCS). Piz Daint hosts 1,813 XC40 and 5,704 XC50 servers. Each
XC40 server has two Intel Xeon E5-2695 v4 @2.10GHz CPUs (2x18
cores, and 64 GB RAM). Each XC50 server comes with a single
12-core Intel Xeon E5-2690 HT-enabled CPU, and 64 GB RAM).
The interconnect between servers is Cray’s Aries based on the
Dragonfly topology [38, 58]. We use full parallelism, i.e., we run
algorithms on the maximum number of cores available.
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We consider threemetrics: latency (i.e., how fast a query fin-
ishes), throughput (i.e., howmany queries can we execute per time
unit), and scale. For scale, we (1) increase the number of servers
together with the size of the dataset (the so called “weak scaling”)
and (2) increasing the number of servers for a fixed dataset (the so
called “strong scaling”).

6.2 Selecting Baselines and Related Challenges
While there exist many graph databases, the vast majority of them
is not freely available. We attempted to get access to different sys-
tems, such as Oracle’s PGX, but our attempts were unsuccessful.
Among the available systems, we shortlisted databases that provide
full support for both OLTP and OLAP queries. After an extensive
investigation and configuration effort, we were able to successfully
configure and use Neo4j (5.10) [90] and JanusGraph (0.6.2) [67].
We configure both baselines for in-memory execution. Addition-
ally, to maximize the performance of comparison baselines, we
use their high-performance consistency guarantees (e.g., eventual
consistency for JanusGraph), even if GDI provides serializability
for graph updates. These two systems are two of the highest-ranking
core graph databases (i.e., systems with the database model “Graph”)
in the DB-Engines Ranking.

6.3 Distributed In-Memory LPG Graph
Generator for Massive-Scale Experiments

Obtaining appropriate graph datasets is challenging due to the fact
that we target graphs of very large scales and having rich amounts
of labels and properties. Existing generators experienced regular
OOM problems when using large scales, while available real-world
graphs have no labels/properties and are not large enough. Hence,
to facilitate large-scale graph database experiments, we develop
an in-memory distributed generator of LPG graphs that enables fast
construction of arbitrarily large LPG datasets limited only by the
available compute resources, fully in-memory, so that they are imme-
diately available for further processing. We base our generator on
the existing code provided by the Graph500 benchmark [76] that
uses the realistic Kronecker random graph model with a heavy-tail
skewed degree distribution [64]. We extend this model by adding
support for a user-specified selection (i.e., counts and sizes) of labels
and properties, and how they are assigned to vertices and edges.
By default, we use 20 different labels and 13 property types in the
following analyses (we also experiment with varying these values).

6.4 Analysis of OLTP Workloads
We first analyze the OLTP workloads. Here, we stress GDA with
a high-velocity stream of graph queries and transactions. We use
four specific scenarios based on the LinkBench benchmark [12] and
on other past GDB evaluations [30, 36], see Table 3 for details.

We first evaluate the overall throughput, see Figure 4. GDA
achieves high scalability: adding more servers consistently im-
proves the throughput in both strong and weak scaling. Throughput
increase is particularly visible in the RI and RM workloads with
more read queries, because LB and WI workloads come with more
updates that involve more synchronization and communication.
We also observe that, overall, XC50 servers give more performance
than XC40, especially for RM workloads dominated by reads. We
conjecture this is due to the XC50 servers offering more network
bandwidth per core. Moreover, we note that very low percentages

Operation
“Read Mostly”
(RM) [36]

“Read Intensive”
(RI) [36]

“Write Intensive”
(WI) [30]

LinkBench
(LB) [12]

Read queries: 99.8% 75% 20% 69%
Get vertex properties 28.8% 21.7% 9.1% 12.9%
Count edges of a vertex 11.7% 8.8% 0% 4.9%
Get edges of a vertex 59.3% 44.5% 10.9% 51.2%

Update queries: 0.2% 25% 80% 31%
Add a new vertex 0% 0% 20% 2.6%
Delete a vertex 0% 0% 6.7% 1%
Update a vertex property 0% 0% 13.3% 7.4%
Add a new edge 0.2% 25% 40% 20%

Table 3: OLTP workloads described in this paper. We varied the fractions of
specific types of operations for broad investigation beyond the ones provided
here, all results followed similar patterns to those described here.

of failed transactions (less than 0.2% for RI/RW and less than 2% for
LB/WI) across all benchmarks indicate GDA’s capability to success-
fully resolve a sustained stream of incoming user requests, even at
very high scales. Overall, the results indicate that GDA is able to
both accelerate requests into a given fixed dataset (as seen by the
throughput increase in strong scaling) as well as it enables scaling
to larger datasets (as indicated by the throughput increase in weak
scaling).

We also show histograms of latencies of different operations
within a given OLTP workload. Figure 5 shows the data for LB (we
plot separate latencies for transactions running on 1–8 servers).
GDA is consistently the fastest, with the vast majority of its op-
erations being below 1`s (for 1 server) and close to 10–100`s (for
more servers), even for demanding vertex deletions. JanusGraph
requires at least 500`s for all the operations (in most of cases), with
no operation being faster than 200`s, even for the single server
scenario. Vertex deletions start at around 2000`s. Our advantages
are even more distinctive considering the fact that GDA ensures se-
rializability, while JanusGraph uses its default configuration with a
more relaxed eventual consistency. Neo4j is slower than both GDA
and JanusGraph; it however shows similar trends in the differences
between particular operation types (e.g., read operations are on
average faster than updates). While most Neo4j operations finish
below 20ms, it does entail relatively many outliers.

Summary of GDA’s Advantages GDA is faster than compari-
son targets due to its fundamental reliance on one-sided RDMA.

6.5 Analysis of OLAP and OLSP Workloads
We illustrate the OLAP and OLSP results in Figure 6. We consider
BFS, PageRank (PR), Community Detection using Label Propaga-
tion (CDLP), Weakly Connected Components (WCC), Local Cluster
Coefficient (LCC), Business Intelligence 2 query from LDBC SNB
(BI2) [97], and Graph Neural Networks (GNN; training of the graph
convolution model [59]). The results follow advantageous perfor-
mance patterns – for most problems (BFS, k-hop, GNN) adding
more compute resources combined with increasing the dataset size
only results in mild runtime increases (in weak scaling) or runtime
drops (in strong scaling). WCC, CDLP, and PR are characterized by
overall sharper slopes of increasing running times for weak scaling;
we conjecture this is because these problems cumulatively involve
more communication due to their memory access patterns and
runtime complexities (e.g., LCC has the complexity of 𝑂 (𝑛 +𝑚3/2)
compared to 𝑂 (𝑚 + 𝑛) for BFS).

GDA also outperforms other graph databases in OLAP/OLSP by
large margins. Here, to also compare to more competitive targets,
we consider the Graph500 implementation of BFS [76]. It is a highly
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Figure 4: Analysis of OLTP workloads. XC40, XC50: two types of servers considered (cf. Section 6.1). Weak scaling: scaling dataset sizes together with #servers, strong scaling:
scaling #servers for a fixed dataset (a Kronecker graph of scale 26, i.e., 67.1M vertices and 1.1B edges; the results follow the same performance patterns for other datasets). Missing
bars of our baselines indicate limited compute budget; missing baselines of comparison targets indicate inability to scale to a given configuration. Percentages: the fractions of
failed transactions (no percentage indicates no, or negligibly few, failed transactions).
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Figure 5: Details (histograms) on the latency of individual operations of the OLTP LinkBench workload for 1, 2, 4 and 8 servers. We aggregate query latencies outside the range and
plot their combined number at the upper bound. Note the different cutoff of the X axis for Neo4j (20 ms) and GDA as well as JanusGraph (5 ms). Because Neo4j only
supports a coarser granularity of milliseconds (versus `s for GDA and JanusGraph) for query time measurements, we use a different cutoff and style for plotting. S𝑥 indicates the
data from a specific number of servers.
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Figure 6: Analysis of OLAP and OLSP workloads. PR: PageRank, CDLP: Community Detection using Label Propagation,WCC: Weakly Connected Components, LCC: Local
Cluster Coefficient, BI2: Business Intelligence 2 query from LDBC SNB, GNN: Graph Neural Networks (training of the graph convolution model), weak scaling: scaling dataset
sizes together with #servers, strong scaling: scaling #servers for a fixed dataset (a Kronecker graph of scale 26, i.e., 67.1M vertices and 1.1B edges; the results follow the same
performance patterns for other datasets). Missing data points of our baselines indicate limited compute budget; missing baselines of comparison targets indicate inability to scale
to a given configuration; isolated GDA data points not connected with lines to the rest of the data series indicate extreme-scale runs.

tuned BFS code that has been used for many years to assess high-
performance clusters in their abilities to process graph traversals.
Graph500 uses graphs with no labels or properties, and it does not
use graph transactions. Importantly, GDA is at most 2–4× slower
than Graph500, and sometimes it is comparable or even faster (e.g.,
see 2,048 servers for weak scaling). Hence, GDA is able to deliver
high performance graph analytics of even largest scales considered.

Summary of GDA’s Advantages Using MPI collectives gives
GDA significant benefits for OLAP/OLSP queries. As collectives
offer clear semantics, they further boost performance by eliminating
boilerplate code.

6.6 Varying Labels, Properties, & Edge Factors
In addition to scaling graph sizes (#vertices and #edges), we also
analyze GDA’s performance for graphs with different amounts of
labels and properties. Intuitively, graphs with very few of these
have little rich data attached to vertices and edges. Thus, workloads
are mostly dominated by irregular distributed memory single-block
reads and writes. With more labels and properties, data accesses are
still irregular (due to the nature of graph workloads), but reads and

writes may access many blocks. GDA’s advantages are preserved
in all these cases, thanks to harnessing the underlying RDMA.

We use the default value of the edge factor 𝑒 = 16, which results
in Kronecker graphs close to many real-world datasets in terms of
their degree distribution and sparsity. We also tried other values of
𝑒 , they also come with similar GDA’s advantages.

6.7 Analysis of Real-World Graphs
We also consider large real-world graphs, (which includesWeb Data
Commons and other largest publicly available real-world datasets)
selected from the KONECT [62] and WebGraph [22] repositories.
The performance patterns and GDA’s advantages are similar to
those obtained for Kronecker graphs. This is because both the
considered real-world and Kronecker graphs have similar sparsities
as well as heavy-tail degree distributions that have been identified
as key factors that determine performance patterns. For example,
we were able to process an OLAP BFS query on the Web Data
Commons dataset with ≈3.56 billion vertices and ≈128 billion edges
in ≈15s using 1,024 XC50 servers.
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6.8 Extreme Scales & Comparison to Others
Our evaluation comes with the largest experiments described in
the literature in terms of #servers, #cores, and #edges. These largest
runs are pictured in Figure 4a for OLTP (RM), and in Figures 6a
and 6e for OLAP (WCC, PR, BFS). We were only able to run a few
such experiments due to the fact that it required using the full scale
of the Piz Daint supercomputer. The results illustrate that even
at such workloads, GDA still offers high scalability. For example,
moving from a graph with 275B edges to 550B edges increases the
OLTP throughput by ≈3× while #servers increase by 3.49×.

One recent study with large-scale executions is from the com-
mercial ByteGraph system [65]. However, it does not specify the
details of the used graph, and it partially uses disks. Second, while
a recent study of the TigerGraph commercial system comes with
a graph of a similar size to us (539.6B edges) [100], their servers
have significantly more memory (each has ≈1TB vs. 64 GB in our
setting). As the network is the main bottleneck in large-scale com-
munication, we expect that GDA would also scale well with such
fat-memory servers, and thus it could be able to scalably process
even larger graphs than the ones we tried.

Finally, note that our runs required using both XC40 and XC50
servers simultaneously to use full Piz Daint’s scale. As XC40 and
XC50 comewith different CPUs and core counts, this may cause load
imbalance. Thus, we conjecture that when using GDA in production
data centers with uniform servers, its performance and scalability
could be even better than described in this work.

7 RELATEDWORK
GDBs have been researched in both academia and industry [6, 7,
33, 41, 47, 60, 61], in terms of query languages [3, 4, 23], database
management [23, 54, 73, 84, 85], execution in novel environments
such as the serverless setting [69, 101], and others [34]. Many graph
databases exist [2, 9–11, 20, 26, 27, 29, 32, 35, 36, 39, 40, 56, 57, 67, 70–
72, 77–81, 86, 88, 89, 95, 98–100, 104, 107, 108]. In this context, GDI
offers standardized building blocks for GDBs to foster portability
and programmability across different architectures.

Many workload specifications and benchmarks for GDBs
exist, covering OLTP interactive queries (SNB [37], LinkBench [12],
and BG [13]), OLAP workloads (Graphalytics [53]), or business
intelligence queries (BI [96, 97]). One can express these workloads
using portable and programmable GDI building blocks. Note that
global analytics workloads are the focus of Pregel-like systems [31,
44, 68]. These systems are mostly incomparable to GDBs because
they do not support graph updates or LPG datasets.

Resource Description Framework (RDF) [63] is a standard to
encode knowledge in ontological models and in RDF stores using
triples [48, 74, 83]. We focus on graph databases built on top of LPG,
and thus RDF designs are outside the scope of this work.

8 CONCLUSION
Graph databases (GDBs) are of central importance in academia and
industry, and they drive innovation in many domains ranging from
computational chemistry to engineering. However, with extreme-
scale graphs on the horizon, they face several challenges, including
high performance, scalability, programmability, and portability.

In this work, we provide the first systematic approach to address
these challenges. First, we design the Graph Database Interface

(GDI): an MPI-inspired specification of performance-critical build-
ing blocks for the transactional and storage layer of a GDB. By
incorporating the established MPI principles into the GDB domain,
we enable designing GDBs that are portable, have well-defined be-
havior, and seamlessly incorporate workloads as diverse as OLTP,
OLAP, and OLSP. Moreover, while in the current GDI release we
focus on Labeled Property Graphs, GDI can be straightforwardly
extended to cover other data models such as RDF or Knowledge
Graphs. This would further illustrate the applicability of HPC-based
design principles even well beyond traditional graph databases.

To illustrate the potential of GDI in practice, we use it to build
GDI-RMA, a graph database for distributed-memory RDMA ar-
chitectures. To the best of our knowledge, GDI-RMA is the first
GDB that harnesses many powerful HPC mechanisms, including
collective communication, offloaded RDMA, non-blocking commu-
nication, and network-accelerated atomics. We crystallize the most
important design decisions into generic comprehensive insights
that can be reused for developing other high-performance GDBs.

In evaluation, we achieve unprecedented performance and scala-
bility for a plethora of workloads, including diverse small transac-
tional queries as well as large graph analytics such as Community
Detection or Graph Neural Networks. GDI-RMA outperforms not
only other graph databases by orders of magnitude, but its im-
plementation of BFS approaches and even matches in some cases
Graph500, a high-performance graph traversal implementation
tuned over many years. This is an important result, because the
Graph500 kernel only implements the single BFS algorithm for
static simple graphs without any rich data, while GDI-RMA is a
GDB engine with transactional support for arbitrary graph modifi-
cations, the LPG rich data model, and many types of queries.

Finally, we deliver the largest experiments reported in the GDB
literature in terms of #servers and #cores, improving upon previous
results by orders of magnitude. Our code is publicly available and
can be used to propel developing next-generation GDBs.
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Appendix: Artifact Description/Artifact Evaluation

ARTIFACT DOI
10.5281/zenodo.8081855

ARTIFACT IDENTIFICATION
Graph databases (GDBs) are crucial in academic and industry ap-
plications. The key challenges in developing GDBs are achieving
high performance, scalability, programmability, and portability. To
tackle these challenges, we harness established practices from the
HPC landscape to build a system that outperforms all past GDBs
presented in the literature by orders of magnitude. To achieve this,
we crystallize the fundamental performance-critical building blocks
of GDBs into a portable and programmable specification called the
Graph Database Interface (GDI), inspired by the best practices of
MPI. Considering a software stack of (a) storage backend, (b) storage
and transaction engine, (c) middle layer (query planing, workload
distribution and result aggregation) and (d) externel database in-
terface (graph queries), GDI provides a generic and programmable
API for the storage and transaction engine layer. It also possible to
use GDI to directly implement specific graph queries by the user.

We offer a high-performance implementation of GDI for
distributed-memory systems supporting RDMA-enabled intercon-
nects, called GDI-RMA. We implement the GDI API as a C library
based on MPI one-sided communication. The library will be pub-
lished as free software.

We support nearly any function in our implementation with a
theoretical performance analysis that is independent of the under-
lying hardware and thus offers portable performance insights.

We illustrate how to use GDI to program many graph database
workloads, covering OLTP, OLAP, and OLSP, which form the bulk
of the associated workloads.

We also develop an in-memory distributed generator that can
rapidly create graphs of arbitrary size as well as vertex and edge
labels and properties. The edge generation is based on the popular
Kronecker graph generation from the established Graph500 bench-
mark1. Each process generates the edges of a portion of the graph,
which are redistributed afterwards based on the location of the
incident vertices of each edge. Vertices are assigned labels based on
a configurable percentage. These labels also act as a kind of vertex
type and the property type of the properties assigned to a vertex
are based on that type, whereas the property value is randomly
generated. The label of the edges is chosen based on the labels of
the incident vertices.

The evaluation of GDI-RMA significantly surpasses in scale pre-
vious GDB analyses in the literature in the counts of compute nodes,
counts of cores, and in the size of a single analytic workload.

Detailed description of the computational artifacts and how they
contribute to the reproducibility is described in the following "Re-
producibility of Experiments".

1https://graph500.org/?page_id=47

REPRODUCIBILITY OF EXPERIMENTS
Experimental Workflow
The GDI-RMA implementation is provided as a C library, based on
MPI, so that is possible to link an application based on GDI against
this implementation.

We further provide a benchmark infrastructure. Edges can either
be loaded from files in the edgelist format or generated using the
Kronecker graph generator from the Graph500 benchmark. The
edges can be directed or undirected. In the next step, the vertices
and edges are labeled and properties are added to the vertices. It
is possible to customize the label and property assignment with
the help of user-specified code. Afterwards the resulting labeled
property graph can be benchmarked with examplary implementa-
tions of various workloads. It is possible to just generate the labeled
property graph and write the graph to CSV files, which can be used
for other baseline systems.

TheOLTPworkloads (a detailed description of these workloads
can be found in the submission on page 7 table 3) are as follows:

• “read mostly”
• “read intensive”
• “write intensive”
• “LinkBench” (i.e., the established LinkBench benchmark
workload).

Since these workloads update the graph, we restart the benchmark-
ing each time with a fresh graph. It possible to measure the latency
of the individual queries or the total throughput.

The OLAP and OLSP workloads are as follows:
• Breadth-First Search (BFS)
• Business Intelligence Query 2 (BI2)
• Community Detection using Label Propagation (CDLP)
• Graph Neuronal Networks (GNN)
• k-hop
• Local Cluster Coefficient (LCC)
• PageRank (PR)
• Weakly Connected Components (WCC)

BFS, CDLP, LCC, PR and WCC were chosen from the LDBC Graph-
alytics benchmark and the Business Intelligence query 2 from the
LDBC Social Network Benchmark (SNB). We augmented these
OLAP and OLSP workloads with a state of the art GNN workload.

A different binary is created for each workload. The graph pa-
rameters (number of vertices, edge factor, directed/undirected),
certain GDI-RMA specific parameters (amount of reserved main
memory, block size) as well as various parameters specific to certain
workloads can be set by command line parameters.

After an extensive investigation and configuration effort, we
were able to successfully configure and use Neo4j and JanusGraph.
These two systems are two highest-ranking core graph databases
(i.e., systems with the database model “Graph”) in the established
DB-Engines Ranking2 (at the moment of the submission).

2https://db-engines.com/en/ranking/graph+dbms
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Estimation of Execution Time
We estimate that it takes twoweeks to run all necessary experiments
presented in the evaluation section.

Expected Results and Relationship to the
Results in the Submission
The expected results from the artifact should exactly match those
provided in the submission, assuming using the same SW and HW
configuration. Thus, we now describe the detailed configuration
needed for generating these results. Using different HW would
provide results with the same performance trends (i.e., with similar
relative differences between respective baselines). We first provide
the parametrization, referring directly to the results in the submis-
sion (the results obtained from the artifact match these results).

When using the Kronecker graph generator, the number of ver-
tices is provided as a scale parameter, which is the logarithm base
two of that number. The number of edges is determined by an
edge factor, which corresponds to the average vertex degree. So the
number of edges in the Kronecker graph is the number of vertices
multiplied by the edge factor.

For the latency and throughput figures of the OLTP, we executed
10100 queries, and used the first 100 queries as warm up. We usually
executed the OLAP and OLSP queries 10 times.

Figure 4a and 4c: Weak scaling OLTP (read mostly/read inten-
sive/LinkBench/write intensive) throughput for Kronecker graphs
with an edge factor of 16, which is the default value of the Graph500
benchmark. We benchmarked XC40 and XC50 compute nodes.

• 8 compute nodes/scale = 26
• 16 compute nodes/scale = 27
• 32 compute nodes/scale = 28
• 64 compute nodes/scale = 29
• 128 compute nodes/scale = 30
• 256 compute nodes/scale = 31
• 512 compute nodes/scale = 32
• 1024 compute nodes/scale = 33
• 2048 compute nodes/scale = 34
• 7142 compute nodes/scale = 35

Figures 4b and 4b: Strong scaling OLTP (read mostly/read inten-
sive/LinkBench/write intensive) throughput for a Kronecker graph
of scale 26 and an edge factor of 16 with 8, 16, 24, 32, 40, 48, 56
and 64 compute nodes. We benchmarked XC40 and XC50 compute
nodes.

Figure 5: Latency of the LinkBench OLTP workload for a Kro-
necker graph of scale 23 and an edge factor of 16 with 1, 2, 4 and 8
XC40 compute nodes.

Figure 6: workload parameters
CDLP : 5 iterations
GNN : 5 neural GNN layers and feature vector sizes of 4, 16,

64, 256 and 500
k-hop : 2, 3 and 4 hops
PR : 10 iterations and a damping factor of 0.85, the default

value of the command line parameter
WCC : 5 iterations
Figure 6a, 6c, 6e: Weak scaling query runtime of OLAP and

OLSP workloads (BFS, CDLP, GNN, k-hop, PR, WCC) for Kronecker

graphs with an edge factor of 16 for XC50 compute nodes. The
GNN workload experiments reduced the scale by one to account
for the additional storage space of the feature vectors.

• 1 compute nodes/scale = 23
• 2 compute nodes/scale = 24
• 4 compute nodes/scale = 25
• 8 compute nodes/scale = 26
• 16 compute nodes/scale = 27
• 32 compute nodes/scale = 28
• 64 compute nodes/scale = 29
• 128 compute nodes/scale = 30
• 256 compute nodes/scale = 31
• 512 compute nodes/scale = 32
• 1024 compute nodes/scale = 33

BFS results for 2048 (XC50) and 7142 (mixed XC40/XC50) compute
nodes with a scale of 34 are additionally provided as well as XC40
results for 8 to 1024 compute nodes. WCC and PageRank results
are also provided for 7142 (mixed XC40/XC50) compute nodes with
a scale of 34.

Figure 6b, 6d, 6f: Strong scaling query runtime of OLAP and
OLSP workloads (BFS, BI2, CDLP, GNN, k-hop, LCC, PR, WCC) of
scale 26 and an edge factor of 16 with 8, 16, 24, 32, 40, 48, 56 and 64
XC50 compute nodes. LCC was executed with a Kronecker graph
of scale 23 and an edge factor of 16, whereas GNN was executed
with a Kronecker graph of scale 25 and an edge factor of 16.

6.7: We executed the BFS query on the Web Data Commons
dataset (2012)3 with ≈3.56 billion vertices and ≈128 billion edges
in ≈15s using 1024 XC50 compute nodes.

The results for the above figures, and the figures themselves,
can be generated using the described and provided reproducibility-
focused infrastructure described in the Artifact Installation & De-
ployment Process paragraphs. We ensure that all the scripts and
the general workflow are easy to follow and use.

ARTIFACT DEPENDENCIES REQUIREMENTS
GDI-RMA doesn’t required any specific hardware. For the experi-
ments presented in the submission, we used foMPI4 for one-sided
MPI communication, which can only be used on Cray Systems with
Gemini and Aries networks.

GDI-RMA was written for Linux-based environments.
GDI-RMA uses MPI to satisfy its communication needs. Other-

wise the GDI-RMA library itself has no other dependencies. The
benchmark implementation uses LibSciBench5 for its measure-
ments. Additionally the BFS- and k-hop implementations use output
from a modified version of the Graph500 BFS reference implemen-
tation as input to match the start vertices of the queries for a fair
comparison.

The evaluation of GDI-RMA uses mostly an in-memory Kro-
necker graph generator based on the Graph500, that generates and
distributes the necessary edges on the fly during the initial start
up while creating the graph database. Labels and vertex proper-
ties are generated randomly based on a user-chosen data scheme.
Kronecker graphs were chosen since they emulate realistic real

3http://webdatacommons.org/hyperlinkgraph/index.html
4https://spcl.inf.ethz.ch/Research/Parallel_Programming/foMPI/
5https://spcl.inf.ethz.ch/Research/Performance/LibLSB/
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world graphs with their heavy-tail skewed degree distribution. We
developed our own graph generator, since existing one either didn’t
scale high enough or experienced problems on Piz Daint while
generating the necessary data.

Additionally we provide results for one real world dataset: Web
Data Commons with ≈3.56 billion vertices and ≈128 billion edges,
which is publicly available. We choose this dataset to provide evi-
dence of our bulk loading capabilities and to present results on real
world dataset, not just synthetic ones.

We use the highly optimized Graph500 BFS reference implemen-
tation as a baseline for the comparison with our GDI-RMA BFS
workload implementation. Neo4j and JanusGraph provide mainly a
baseline for the comparison of the OLTP workloads.

ARTIFACT INSTALLATION DEPLOYMENT
PROCESS
Installation: foMPI Library (optional)
time: a few minutes

foMPI was used in the evaluation of GDI-RMA on Piz Daint.
However foMPI only works with Cray Gemini and Aries networks.
This step is optional, you can also use the vendor-supplied MPI
library.
% cd GDI_artifact
% tar xfz foMPI-0.2.2.tar.gz
% cd foMPI-0.2.2
% edit Makefile.inc
- default values for CC, FC and CXX should be correct

for Cray systems
- add -fcommon to CCFLAGS (line 5)

% make libfompi.a

end result: libfompi.a

Installation: GDI-RMA Library
time: a few minutes
% cd GDI_artifact
% edit Makefile.inc

- set CC and CXX to the MPI C- and C++-compilers of
your system

% cd src
% edit Makefile.inc
- only necesseary if you want to use foMPI: uncomment

lines 6 to 9
% make

end result: libgdi.a in src

Installation: LibSciBench Library
time: a few minutes

LibSciBench is a library for time measurements, that is used by
the benchmark source code. Each rank stores its measurements in
a separate file: lsb.*.r{rank number}.
% cd GDI_artifact
% git clone https://github.com/spcl/liblsb.git
% cd liblsb
% git checkout 91d073d7420b4c4d8d30dab202166f9de7d65a10
% mkdir build

% module switch PrgEnv-cray PrgEnv-gnu
- necessary step on Piz Daint

% MPICC=cc MPICXX=CC ./configure --prefix=$(pwd)/build/
--with-mpi --without-papi
- set MPICC and MPICXX to the MPI C- and C++-compilers

of your system
% make
% make install
% module switch PrgEnv-gnu PrgEnv-cray

- necessary step on Piz Daint

end result: liblsb/build - lib and includes directories

Installation: Benchmarks
time: a few minutes
% cd GDI_artifact/benchmark
% edit Makefile.inc
- only necesseary if you want to use foMPI: uncomment

lines 11 to 15
% make

end results:
• bench_gdi.bfs (for BFS and k-hop benchmarks)
• bench_gdi.bi
• bench_gdi.cdlp
• bench_gdi.gnn
• bench_gdi.lcc
• bench_gdi.oltp.lb.lat (OLTP LinkBench workload: la-
tency)

• bench_gdi.oltp.lb.tp (OLTP LinkBench workload:
throughput)

• bench_gdi.oltp.ri.lat (OLTP read intensive workload:
latency)

• bench_gdi.oltp.ri.tp (OLTP read intensive workload:
throughput)

• bench_gdi.oltp.rm.lat (OLTP read mostly workload: la-
tency)

• bench_gdi.oltp.rm.tp (OLTP read mostly workload:
throughput)

• bench_gdi.oltp.wi.lat (OLTP write intensive workload:
latency)

• bench_gdi.oltp.wi.tp (OLTP write intensive workload:
throughput)

• bench_gdi.pr (for PageRank)
• bench_gdi.wcc

Installation: Graph500
time: a few minutes

The Graph500 BFS reference implementation is used as baseline
and to generate the root vertices for the BFS/k-hop benchmarks of
GDI-RMA.
% cd GDI_artifact
% wget

https://github.com/graph500/graph500/archive/graph500-3.0.0.tar.gz
% tar xfz graph500-3.0.0.tar.gz
% cp graph500_main.c graph500-graph500-3.0.0/src/main.c

- modifications:
- write Graph500 measurement data into the file
bfs_times.txt

- write root vertices into the file bfs_root.txt
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- execute 100 BFS runs:
- 10 unique root vertices (line 13)
- 10 runs for each unique root vertex (line 14)

% cd graph500-graph500-3.0.0/src
% edit Makefile:

- add -fcommon to CFLAGS (line 1)
- set MPICC to the MPI C-compiler of your system (line 3)
- move '$(LDFLAGS)' after -lm (line 15)

% make graph500_reference_bfs
% cp graph500_reference_bfs ../../benchmark

end result: graph500_reference_bfs

Running the Benchmarks
All executables have the same command line interface, however
not every parameter is significant for every executable.
GDI Benchmark
-b <bsize> : block size [512]
-d : use directed edges [false]
-e <efactor> : edge factor [16]
-f <file> : load graph from file
-i <iter> : iterations for CDLP/PageRank/WCC [5]
-l <layers> : layers for GNN [5]
-m <msize> : memory size per process [4096]
-n <verts> : number of vertices [0]
-o : vertex UIDs start at one [false]
-r <rcount> : number of queries [200]
-s <scale> : log_2(# vertices) [3]
-t <time> : duration to run Linkbench queries [5]
-v <vector> : size of feature vector for GNN [500]
-w <damp> : damping factor for PageRank [0.85]
-h : print this help message

We used the default values of 512 Bytes for the GDI-RMA block
size (-b) and 16 for edge factor (-e) of the Kronecker graphs for all
experiments illustrated as figures in the article. We used a memory
size (-m) of 300000000 Bytes (300 MB) for each process of the XC40
compute nodes and 900000000 Bytes (900 MB) for each process of
the XC50 compute nodes on Piz Daint. The memory size describes
the amount of memory that each process reserves for the graph
database. -s <scale> varies the number of vertices for the Kro-
necker graph generation: 2𝑠𝑐𝑎𝑙𝑒 . Directed edges (-d) are used for
the following OLAP workloads:

• GNN
• PageRank

The other workloads (BI2, BFS, k-hop, CDLP, LCC, OLTP, WCC)
use undirected edges. -f, -n and -o are only significant, when a
graph is loaded from a file.

We used the default value of 5 for the number of iterations (-i) of
the CDLP andWCC workloads. For PageRank we used 10 iterations
and the default value of 0.85 for the dampening factor (-w). We
used the default value of 5 layers (-l) for the GNN workload and
varied the size of the feature vectors with -v: 4, 16, 64, 256 and
500. -r adjusts the number of queries per process to be run for the
OLTP workloads. We used 10100 queries for XC40 compute nodes
and 30100 for XC50 computes nodes on Piz Daint, where we used
the first 100 queries of each process for warm up. By using these
specific numbers, each compute node executes 360000 queries to
allow for a fair comparison. The number of execution times for
each query (rcount variable) of the OLAP and OLSP workloads is
hardcoded in their respective main.*.cpp file.

Before executing any benchmark, one should ensure that
the LibSciBench shared library can be found by using the

following command: export LD_LIBRARY_PATH="{PATH to
installation}liblsb/build/lib:$LD_LIBRARY_PATH".

We provide example Slurm job scripts for OLTP workloads on
Piz Daint:

• benchmark/job.oltp.lb.XC40.sh
• benchmark/job.oltp.lb.XC50.sh

bench_gdi.bfs combines the benchmarks for BFS and k-hop,
because both benchmarks use the root vertices generated by the
Graph500 BFS reference implementation as the basis for their
queries, since the Graph500 code ensures that the root vertices
are not isolated. The idea is to first run the Graph500 BFS reference
implementation, and then the GDI-RMABFS and k-hop benchmarks
during the same job. We use 2, 3 and 4 hops for the evaluation of the
k-hop benchmark. The Graph500 BFS reference implementation
experiences performance penalties, when the number of processes
is not a power of two, so we use only eight processes (instead
of twelve) per compute node for the Graph500 BFS on the XC50
compute nodes on Piz Daint.

We provide an example Slurm job script for the BFS/k-hop work-
load on Piz Daint: benchmark/job.bfs.sh.

Each binary generates a result file for each rank during the
experimental runs. In the following, we list the prefix for each
binary:

• bench_gdi.bfs:
– lsb.gdi_bfs.r{rank number}
– lsb.gdi_k_hop.r{rank number}

• bench_gdi.bi: lsb.gdi_bi.r{rank number}
• bench_gdi.cdlp: lsb.gdi_cdlp.r{rank number}
• bench_gdi.gnn: lsb.gdi_gnn.r{rank number}
• bench_gdi.lcc: lsb.gdi_lcc.r{rank number}
• bench_gdi.oltp.lb.lat: lsb.gdi_oltp.lb.lat.r{rank
number}

• bench_gdi.oltp.lb.tp: lsb.gdi_oltp.lb.tp.r{rank
number}

• bench_gdi.oltp.ri.lat: lsb.gdi_oltp.ri.lat.r{rank
number}

• bench_gdi.oltp.ri.tp: lsb.gdi_oltp.ri.tp.r{rank
number}

• bench_gdi.oltp.rm.lat: lsb.gdi_oltp.rm.lat.r{rank
number}

• bench_gdi.oltp.rm.tp: lsb.gdi_oltp.rm.tp.r{rank
number}

• bench_gdi.oltp.wi.lat: lsb.gdi_oltp.wi.lat.r{rank
number}

• bench_gdi.oltp.wi.tp: lsb.gdi_oltp.wi.tp.r{rank
number}

• bench_gdi.pr: lsb.gdi_pr.r{rank number}
• bench_gdi.wcc: lsb.gdi_wcc.r{rank number}

Experiments
It won’t be possible to recreate the mixed XC40/XC50 workloads
with the provided code base, because for those experiments we
had to alter the code base to account for the different amount of
memory per process.

We estimate that it takes two weeks to run all necessary experi-
ments presented in the evaluation section of the submission. This
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time can be reduced by running fewer experiments (number of
computes nodes) or by reducing the runtime of the experiments
by reducing the scale of the Kronecker graph: A scale reduction by
one cuts the number of vertices in half and should similarly reduce
the runtime.

Figure 4a and 4c: Throughput Weak Scaling OLTP Workloads. We
executed the following commands:
srun ./bench_gdi.oltp.{lb|ri|rm|wi}.tp -s <scale>

-m 300000000 -r 10100 (XC40)
srun ./bench_gdi.oltp.{lb|ri|rm|wi}.tp -s <scale>

-m 900000000 -r 30100 (XC50)

#nodes scale
8 26
16 27
32 28
64 29
128 30
256 31
512 32
1024 33
2048 34

Table 1: Experimental parameters for Figures 4a and 4c

Figure 4b and 4d: Throughput Strong Scaling OLTP Workloads. We
executed the following commands:
srun ./bench_gdi.oltp.{lb|ri|rm|wi}.tp -s 26

-m 300000000 -r 10100 (XC40)
srun ./bench_gdi.oltp.{lb|ri|rm|wi}.tp -s 26

-m 900000000 -r 30100 (XC50)

We used 8, 16, 24, 32, 40, 48, 56 and 64 compute nodes.

Figure 5a: Latency Linkbench OLTP Workload. We executed the
following command:
srun ./bench_gdi.oltp.lb.lat -s 23 -m 300000000

-r 10100 (XC40)

We used 1, 2, 4 and 8 compute nodes.

Figure 6a: Weak Scaling OLAP Workloads. We executed the follow-
ing commands:
srun ./bench_gdi.cdlp -s <scale> -m 900000000 (XC50)
srun ./bench_gdi.pr -s <scale> -m 900000000 -i 10

-d (XC50)
srun ./bench_gdi.wcc -s <scale> -m 900000000 (XC50)

Figure 6b: Strong Scaling OLAP Workloads. We executed the follow-
ing commands:
srun ./bench_gdi.bi -s 26 -m 900000000 (XC50)
srun ./bench_gdi.cdlp -s 26 -m 900000000 (XC50)
srun ./bench_gdi.lcc -s 23 -m 900000000 (XC50)
srun ./bench_gdi.pr -s 26 -m 900000000 -i 10 -d (XC50)
srun ./bench_gdi.wcc -s 26 -m 900000000 (XC50)

We used 8, 16, 24, 32, 40, 48, 56 and 64 compute nodes.

#nodes scale
1 23
2 24
4 25
8 26
16 27
32 28
64 29
128 30
256 31
512 32
1024 33

Table 2: Experimental parameters for Figure 6a

Figure 6c: Weak Scaling GNN Workload. We executed the following
commands:
srun ./bench_gdi.gnn -s <scale> -m 900000000 -v 4

-d (XC50)
srun ./bench_gdi.gnn -s <scale> -m 900000000 -v 16

-d (XC50)
srun ./bench_gdi.gnn -s <scale> -m 900000000 -v 64

-d (XC50)
srun ./bench_gdi.gnn -s <scale> -m 900000000 -v 256

-d (XC50)
srun ./bench_gdi.gnn -s <scale> -m 900000000 -v 500

-d (XC50)

#nodes scale
1 22
2 23
4 24
8 25
16 26
32 27
64 28
128 29
256 30
512 31
1024 32

Table 3: Experimental parameters for Figure 6c

Figure 6d: Strong Scaling GNNWorkload. We executed the following
commands:
srun ./bench_gdi.gnn -s 25 -m 900000000 -v 4 -d (XC50)
srun ./bench_gdi.gnn -s 25 -m 900000000 -v 16 -d (XC50)
srun ./bench_gdi.gnn -s 25 -m 900000000 -v 64 -d (XC50)
srun ./bench_gdi.gnn -s 25 -m 900000000 -v 256 -d (XC50)
srun ./bench_gdi.gnn -s 25 -m 900000000 -v 500 -d (XC50)

We used 8, 16, 24, 32, 40, 48, 56 and 64 compute nodes.

Figure 6e: Weak Scaling BFS/k-Hop Workloads. We executed the
following commands:
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srun --ntasks=<#tasks> --ntasks-per-node=8
./graph500_bfs <scale> 16

srun ./bench_gdi.bfs -s <scale> -m 900000000 (XC50)

#nodes #tasks scale
1 8 23
2 16 24
4 32 25
8 64 26
16 128 27
32 256 28
64 512 29
128 1024 30
256 2048 31
512 4096 32
1024 8192 33
2048 16384 34

Table 4: Experimental parameters for Figures 4a and 4c

Figure 6f: Strong Scaling BFS/k-Hop Workloads. We executed the
following commands:
srun --ntasks=<#tasks> --ntasks-per-node=8

./graph500_bfs 26 16
srun ./bench_gdi.bfs -s 26 -m 900000000 (XC50)

We used 8, 16, 24, 32, 40, 48, 56 and 64 compute nodes. The
Graph500 BFS reference implementation was only executed for a
selected number of computes nodes to ensure that the total number
of processes was a power of two.

#nodes #tasks
8 64
16 128
32 256
64 512

Table 5: Experimental Graph500 parameters for Figure 6f

Plotting
We provide Python scripts to visualize the experimental results in
the directory plots. The execution of python3 {script name}
will result in a PDF file, whose name matches the script name:
{script name}.pdf.

Figure 4a and 4c: Throughput Weak Scaling OLTP Workloads.

plots/throughput_read_weak_scaling_bar.py (4a)
plots/throughput_write_weak_scaling_bar.py (4c)

• scale of the initial Kronecker graph can be updated in lines
18 and 40

• number of compute nodes used for the experiments can be
updated in lines 19 and 41

• path to the result files and their naming convention can be
updated in lines 21 and 43

Figure 4b and 4d: Throughput Strong Scaling OLTP Workloads.

plots/throughput_read_strong_scaling_bar.py (4b)
plots/throughput_write_strong_scaling_bar.py (4d)

• number of compute nodes used for the experiments can be
updated in lines 18 and 38

• path to the result files, their naming convention and the
Kronecker graph scale can be updated in lines 20 and 40

Figure 5a: Latency Linkbench OLTP Workload.

plots/latency.oltp.lb.gda.py

• path to the result files and their naming convention can be
updated in line 30

Figure 6a: Weak Scaling OLAP Workloads.

plots/global_weak_scaling.py

• scale of the initial Kronecker graph can be updated in lines
15, 28 and 40

• number of compute nodes used for the experiments can be
updated in lines 16, 29 and 41

• path to the result files and their naming convention can be
updated in lines 18, 30 and 42

Figure 6b: Strong Scaling OLAP Workloads.

plots/global_strong_scaling.py

• number of compute nodes used for the experiments can be
updated in lines 19, 30, 40, 50 and 60

• path to the result files, their naming convention and the
Kronecker graph scale can be updated in lines 21, 31, 41, 51
and 61

Figure 6c: Weak Scaling GNN Workload.

plots/gnn_weak_scaling.py

• scale of the initial Kronecker graph can be updated in line 16
• number of compute nodes used for the experiments can be
updated in line 17

• path to the result files and their naming convention can be
updated in lines 20, 29, 38, 47 and 56

Figure 6d: Strong Scaling GNN Workload.

plots/gnn_strong_scaling.py

• number of compute nodes used for the experiments can be
updated in line 16

• path to the result files, their naming convention and the
Kronecker graph scale can be updated in lines 19, 28, 37, 46
and 55

Figure 6e: Weak Scaling BFS/k-Hop Workloads.

plots/bfs_khop_comb_weak_scaling.py

• scale of the initial Kronecker graph can be updated in lines
16, 29 and 41

• number of compute nodes used for the experiments can be
updated in lines 17, 30 and 42

• path to the result files and their naming convention can be
updated in lines 19, 31 and 45
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Figure 6f: Strong Scaling BFS/k-Hop Workloads.

plots/bfs_khop_comb_strong_scaling.py

• number of compute nodes used for the experiments can be
updated in lines 17, 28 and 40

• path to the result files, their naming convention and the
Kronecker graph scale can be updated in lines 18, 29 and 41
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